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t’s always been about people—and 
hope. Dr. Larry E. Hamme, Chief 
Clinical Officer, and Ms. Courtney 
Weiss, Chief Operating Officer, 
who prepare to bid farewell in 
June after a combined 72 years 
of service at Unison, can recite 
a litany of changes that have 
occurred within mental 
health programs, and at 
Unison itself. 

Insurance regulations evolved. 
State hospitals, which once 
housed persons with mental 
illnesses for most of their lives, 
closed, and patients were guided 
back into the community.  New 
medications meant persons with 
disorders like schizophrenia and 
bipolar disorder suffered less from 

the debilitating side effects of earlier medications. 
Attention deficit disorder and autism became 
household terms, and clinicians adopted a more 
holistic and integrated approach to treatment, 
recognizing that many mental illnesses have a 
biological basis.

Dr. Hamme and Ms. Weiss witnessed another 
major change in service delivery with the 
merger in 1995 of the Ruth S. Ide Center and 
the East Center for Community Mental Health.              
The Ide Center, originally established to serve the 
mentally ill living within the central city, and the 
East Center, a community mental health agency 
which provided outpatient mental health services 
to children, adolescents, adults and older adults, 
became an integrated behavioral center, now 
known to the community as Unison Behavioral 
Health Group.

“Throughout all of these changes, we maintained 
our mission of creating hope through wellness, 
prevention, and recovery by providing superior 
integrated healthcare,” said Ms. Weiss. “That has 
made all the difference.” 

“We encouraged and saw growth in every area 
of service,” she added. “Our budget is four times 
what it was when I began.”

Both say they have received as much as they 
have given. “I have learned something from 
every client that I have been privileged to work 
with,” said Dr. Hamme, who also works with 
individuals, families, and couples in private 
practice. “I have learned that the human mind 
and spirit are very resilient, especially in children.”

“I have learned that sometimes giving 
unconditional positive regard will allow an 
‘injured psyche’ to try something out of its 
comfort zone and test the reality of long held false 
beliefs. This often is the foundation that allows 
them to change and grow.”

“We are in one of the poorest parts of the city, but 
there is something special about where we are,” 
said Ms. Weiss. “There is a resiliency and strength 
in the people here. Most of our clients live in 
poverty with few resources yet they manage to 
survive and recover.” 

The long time colleagues both say they found the 
perfect fit in their professions. For Ms. Weiss, her 
request to intern at Unison while pursuing her 
Master’s degree in social work at the University of 
Michigan turned out to be her best professional 
decision. 

And for Dr. Hamme, who was the first African 
American to receive a PhD from the Clinical 
Psychology Department at the University of 
Toledo, the field of psychology has allowed him 
to be creative in terms of how to resolve issues      
and problems.

The coworkers acknowledge that while society’s 
acceptance of mental health disorders has 
improved, some stigma still remains. “It helps 
that most clinicians have a better understanding 
of mental health disorders today, including the 
fact that many are biologically based,” said Dr. 
Hamme. “We find that many patients have a 
dual diagnosis, which wasn’t something that was 
recognized years ago.”
(continued on next page)
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s Chair of this year’s 
Passport to Hope 
event, I thank you for 
your support of mental 
health programming 
at Unison Behavioral 
Health Group. Our 4th 
annual event was a huge 
success largely because 
of the generosity of our 
sponsors and the 100+ 
people who gathered 

at Wildwood Manor House on April 16. Throughout 
the evening our guests enjoyed international grazing 
stations, silent and live auctions, and fascinating belly 
dance performances by The Black Cat Dance Studio. 

The growing problems of substance abuse and 
mental health issues in our community are 
staggering and your financial support allows us to 
provide hope for those most in need.  

On behalf of the Board of Directors and the Unison 
staff, I applaud your efforts allowing us to continue 
to provide behavioral health care and alcohol and 
drug treatment services that are accessible and 
affordable. 

Vickie Geha BOARD MEMBER 
CHAIR, PASSPORT TO HOPE
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BON VOYAGE (CON’T)

UNDERSTANDING AND RESPONDING TO OVERDOSE

THE OPIOID ANTAGONIST

2-8
WHEN NALAXONE IS ADMINISTERED 

DURING AN OVERDOSE IT BLOCKS 
THE EFFECT OF OPIOIDS ON THE 

BRAIN AND RESUMES BREATHING IN

MINUTES

2,110 DEATHS 
FROM UNINTENTIONAL 

DRUG OVERDOSES 
IN 2013

NALOXONE

In keeping with a more holistic treatment 
approach, Unison now provides comprehensive 
health assessments for patients to help diagnose 
a patient’s physical and mental needs.

“We find people overall are getting diagnosed 
and into treatment much earlier than they 
were before,” he said. “We do a lot more work 
with family members and offer comprehensive 
support services.”

“ W E  E N C O U R A G E D 
A N D  S AW  G R O W T H  I N 

E V E R Y  A R E A  O F  S E R V I C E . ”
The thousands of patients who have walked 
through Unison’s doors while Dr. Hamme and 
Ms. Weiss have worked here may have noticed 
the changes over the years, but their reason for 
coming was always the same. They look for help 
- and hope. The staff, community, and Unison 
neighborhoods will be forever grateful that 
Dr. Hamme and Ms. Weiss were here to offer   
just that.  

aloxone is a medication that is an “opioid antagonist” used 
to counter the effects of opioid overdose. When administered 
during an overdose, naloxone blocks the effects of the 
opioids on the brain and quickly restores breathing. 
Specifically, naloxone is used in opioid overdoses to 
counteract life-threatening depression of the central 
nervous system and respiratory system, allowing an 
overdose victim to breathe normally. Naloxone only works 
if a person has opioids in their 

system; the medication has no effect if opioids 
are absent. Although traditionally administered 
by emergency response personnel, naloxone can 
be administered by minimally trained laypeople, 
which makes it ideal for treating overdoses in 
individuals who have been prescribed opioid pain 
medication and in individuals who use heroin and 
other opioids. Naloxone has no potential for abuse.

Naloxone can be administered through an 
injection or through a nasal spray. Naloxone 
works quickly, usually in 2-8 minutes and wears 
off in 20-90 minutes. Naloxone is manufactured 
and distributed under the brand names Narcan, 
Narcan Nasal Spray, and Evzio. As naloxone has 
become easier to administer, there has been an 
increasing focus on providing education and how 
to carry and administer naloxone in the event of 
an overdose to individuals who are at-risk 
of overdose, their family members, and others who 
may be in a position to help. 
(Source – Ohio Association of County 
Behavioral Health Authorities)
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CREATING HOPE.

PROGRAMS RECOGNITION CEREMONY

MEDICATION 
ASSISTANCE

TAKE BACK YOUR 
LIFE TODAY

The goal of the Drug Abuse Response 
Team (D.A.R.T.) is to raise awareness 
about the dangers associated with 
heroin and other drug usage. To 
reach the D.A.R.T. Unit of the Lucas 
County Sheriff’s Department call 
419.213.6582.

UNISON STAFF 
RECEIVES 
AWARDS

nison Behavioral Health Group offers 
a Medication Assisted Treatment 
(MAT) Program to serve adults who 
have an opiate dependency with or 
without a co-occurring mental illness.

MAT, an effective response to opioid 
use disorder, uses medications (such 
as Suboxone), in combination with 
behavioral therapies, to provide a 
whole-patient approach to treatment. 

Unison’s multidisciplinary team includes 
psychiatrists, nurses, case managers and 
therapists and provides the following to each 
client utilizing evidence-based treatment 
approaches of motivational interviewing, 
cognitive behavioral and rational emotive 
behavioral therapies. 

Phase I – Pre-assessment 
(1-8 weeks)

Phase II – Intensive Outpatient 
(6 weeks)

Phase III – Extended Care 
(12 weeks)

Phase IV – Ongoing Maintenance 
(approximately 13 months)

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING
Other Program Requirements: three AA/NA/
CA/Al-Anon meetings per week - attendance 
slips checked, random urine drug screens, 
attendance of all sessions unless previous 
arrangements with therapist, abstinence from 
all non-prescribed drugs during treatment is 
expected. At this time we are not accepting 
expectant mothers. 

For more information on the Suboxone 
program or other services provided by 
Unison Behavioral Health Group, please call 
419.693.0631 or visit us at unisonbhg.org. 

he Mental Health and Recovery 
Services Board of Lucas County’s 
3rd Annual Recognition Ceremony 
was celebrated on Monday, 
May 2, 2016. Unison staff were 
recognized for the contributions 
they have made resulting in a 
more productive society, safer 
neighborhoods, and happier and 
sober individuals.

According to Neema Bell, Chair of the MHRSB 
of Lucas County, “They have given their time 
without exception, gone above the call of duty, 
and helped to reduce the stigma of mental 
illness and addiction. If asked, they would 
say they are doing their jobs or what comes 
naturally to them.” 

 
Mental Health Professionals of the Year
Dr. Larry E. Hamme
Courtney Weiss
 
Alcohol and Other Drug Professional of the Year
Andrew Weaver
 

(l to r) Scott Sylak, Executive Director MHRSB, Andrew Weaver, 
Neema Bell, and Dr. Larry E. Hamme. (not pictured Courtney Weiss)
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Unison would like to thank the following individuals 
and companies for their continued support.

Brooks Insurance
Buckeye CableSystem
Vickie and Alan Geha

Good Neighbor Pharmacy
Helping Hens

Hylant
JUPMODE - John Amato

Susan and Bill Logie
The Andersons

The Rehmann Group
UlrichPinciotti

S P E C I A L  T H A N K S

SAVE THE DATE

SATURDAY, AUGUST

EAST TOLEDO 
STORY BOOK 

FESTIVAL

11 A.M. TO 2 P.M.
WAITE HIGH SCHOOL

CAREER CENTER
 

This free community event will be 
hosted in an effort to raise the

 awareness of the importance of 
early literacy.

This family event will be filled with 
games, giveaways and books!

 
PRESENTED BY

Paramount Advantage
 

WITH SUPPORT FROM
Birmingham Branch Library
East Toledo Family Center

Help Me Grow  
LISC – Local Initiative Support Corporation

Locke Branch Library
One Voice for East Toledo 

Salem UMC
Toledo Public Schools 

Unison Behavioral Health Group
Waite High School



CREATING HOPE.
P.O. Box 10015
Toledo, Ohio 43699-0015

unisonbhg.org

OUR LOCATIONS

1425 STARR AVENUE • TOLEDO, OHIO 43605
419.693.0631

544 EAST WOODRUFF • TOLEDO, OHIO 43604 
419.242.9577

1212 CHERRY STREET • TOLEDO, OHIO 43608 
419.724.3133

OUR MISSION

To create hope through   
wellness, prevention and 
recovery by providing 
superior integrated 
healthcare.

BOARD MEMBERS 

Emily Barry

Ora M. Bell
TRUSTEE EMERITUS

Alfred Dannhauser

Jennifer Dawson

Vickie Geha

Murthy Gokula

Scott Hamner

William Logie

Casey Timiney

Linda Torbet

Lee Vivod

Thomas Warneka

Rachel Watson

Linnie Willis
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CONTINUING A SUCCESSFUL LEGACY
he growth, dedicated staff, and 
consistent mission of Unison have 
positioned it well for continued 
success as the organization 
prepares for new leadership.

“Our community can be very 
comfortable knowing we are 
ready to move forward after 

the outstanding leadership of Dr. Larry E. 
Hamme and Courtney Weiss,” said Bill Logie, 
Chairman, Unison Board of Directors.

“GREAT LEADERS ARE THOSE WHO, 
WHEN THEY LEAVE, ENSURE THAT 
THE GOOD WORK THEY CREATED 
CONTINUES,” HE SAID. “THAT IS 
THE TRUE LEGACY OF LARRY AND 
COURTNEY.”

“They created high standards of care, service, 
and values during their time at Unison,” he said, 
“and that will live on.”

Unison’s board is reviewing candidates for a 
new President and Chief Executive Officer as 
Dr. Hamme, Chief Clinical Officer, and Ms. 
Weiss, Chief Operating Officer, retire after a 
combined 72 years of service. 

“Our search committee represents the diverse 
needs of our community,” said Bill. “We also 
have included the Unison staff in our candidate 
reviews as they are integral to the success of the 
organization.”

“Larry and Courtney brought so much growth 
to Unison,” he said. “One of the most significant 
advancements we’ve seen during their tenure is 
the focus on integrated care.”

“Unison and the medical community have 
recognized the need to treat both the mental 
and physical needs of patients.”

“Larry and Courtney both were excellent 
at hiring and training staff,” Bill said. “They 
created a mutual level of respect among 
everyone who works here.”

“They also helped Unison to become adept 
at recognizing and treating dual diagnosis 
in clients,” he said. “Over 75% of the teens 
in our substance abuse program have a dual 
diagnosis.”

CREATING HOPE.

Unison Behavioral Health 
Group was recognized 
with The American 
Advertising Federation 
of Toledo’s “ADDY” 
Award for its 
Risk is Real 
Campaign. 
The Gold ADDY is 
recognition of the 
highest level of 
creative excellence 
and is judged to 
be superior to all 
other entries.

G O O D  A S  G O L D

Bill said the two leaders also successfully 
managed growth, in staff, renovations 
and building expansions, and community 
partnerships. 

“Our services and programs exploded with 
growth under their leadership,” he said.

“As Unison looks to the future, it will work 
on further expanding community awareness 
of its services as well as its presence at the 
state level,” he added.

“We will continue to work and advocate for 
one of the most underserved populations in 
Toledo,” said Bill. “For many people, when 
they walk in Unison’s doors, it’s the first 
time they’ve been treated with respect. They 
know we are going to provide high quality 
services to them and help them live more 
hopeful and successful lives.” 

TAKE TIME THIS 
SUMMER TO BUILD 
A DRUG-FREE 
FUTURE FOR YOUR 
CHILDREN.
1.  Talk frequently
2.  Show interest
3.  Be careful what you say
4.  Be careful how you say it
5.  Know the facts about   
 drugs/alcohol/tobacco
6.  Be respectful & genuine
7.  They talk, you listen
8.  Scare tactics don’t work
9.  Control your emotions
10. Take advantage of   
 teachable moments
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